A Hollow is a Home
Abbie Mitchell, Astred Hicks

Take a peek into the world of tree hollows and the Australian
animals that call them home.
Do you know what a tree hollow is?
To you and me, a tree hollow is just a hole, cavity or tunnel in a tree or branch. But to an
animal, that hollow may be a bedroom, hiding place, nursery or shelter. It is the
ultimate tree house!
Come and take a peek inside the amazing world of tree hollows and discover more than
340 species of incredible Australian animals that call hollows home. With colour photos of
glorious gliders, darting dunnarts, minute microbats and many more, this book is full
of fun facts about animals that use tree hollows as places for resting, nesting or hiding.
Find out how hollows are created, why they are threatened, and meet scientists who
spend their time hollow-hunting. There are also plenty of tips on how you can spot hollows
yourself, help to protect the environment and encourage habitat for
hollow-dependent animals.
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BRUCE THOMSON

Riding through the treetops, a joey
brushtail possum almost squashes his mum

Hollows provide protection from wind, rain, snow, heat and
cold. Nocturnal animals, such as the brushtail possum
(Trichosurus vulpecula), seek a dark shelter, protected
from sunlight. They growl and fight to defend their hollow
hideout from other animals. In the breeding season, the
mother possum will make the hollow snuggly for her joey
with a bed of bark or leaves.
Diurnal animals, such as the world’s third-largest lizard,
the lace monitor (Varanus varius), appreciate a hollow to
rest in. These ruthless carnivores will eat almost anything
they can overpower – even large pythons – and provide
the vital cleaning service of eating stinky, dead animals.
When it is time to lay low, the lace monitor (also known as
a goanna) may seek shelter in a hollow. The goanna may
stay there overnight, for a few days while it digests a meal,
or for much longer when the weather cools off.

A broad-headed snake cools off in a hollow
when its rocky home gets too hot to handle

RHYS SHARRY
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Some types of fungi attack trees. Fungi that attack heartwood
are known as heart-rot fungi. Their mycelia grow into the
heartwood and produce enzymes (types of chemicals) that
decompose the hard heartwood and allow the fungi to absorb the
tree’s nutrients. This leaves the timber soft or crumbly.

Temperature control

Hollows deep within the tree provide the best insulation
from outside temperatures – they can be cooler in
summer and warmer in winter! Scientists think that
animals, given a choice, will select hollows based partly
on the direction they face – perhaps catching the morning
sun from the east, or avoiding the hot westerly sun in
summer. The feisty broad-headed snake (Hoplocephalus
bungaroides) spends winter hiding in warm rock crevices,
scoping out geckos. But when the rocks become
blisteringly hot during summer, it slithers off to chill out in
a cool hollow.

Other types of fungi help the trees by providing them with
a fast-food service. Known as mycorrhizal fungi, their mycelia
intertwine with a tree’s roots, acting as an extension of its root
system to break down nutrients and provide them to the tree.
In exchange, the fungus receives energy, which the tree makes
from the sun in the process of photosynthesis. This is called a
symbiotic relationship, where both species benefit.

Mycelia can even connect to more than one tree, allowing the
fast-food service to move between them! In this way, a gum
tree struggling to survive may be helped by a boost from
another gum tree thriving nearby. This is all thanks to the
nutrient exchange between fungi and trees – lovingly
called the wood-wide web.

AGE OF TREE*

FEATHERTAIL GLIDER
Acrobates pygmaeus

13/5/19 11:05 am

About 100 years

<5 cm

The scientific name for the feathertail
glider means pygmy acrobat – and it
certainly is one!

Leaping into a glide of up to
20 metres, this feathertail glider
is gone in a furry flash
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This delightful discovery was the
beginning of a fantastic journey for
a lady called Lesley Stevens. Her
neighbour’s furry find, hidden among
the washing, was the first eastern
pygmy-possum recorded in her bushy
Sydney suburb. Surely, she thought,
there had to be more? So she decided
to find out.

A big part of the pygmy-possum
monitoring project is education –
telling everybody about the possums
and showing them how to look after
them. The local community, including
children, has made special nesting
boxes and used camera traps to
photograph these sweet little possums
nesting and foraging – as the possums
had always done, for they had been
there all along.
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Binoculars are used to
search branches for hollows

Looking for hollows

‘breast height’ is usually 1.4 metres (140
centimetres) from the ground. Work out where
this is on you – it may even be taller than you
are!

Scientists look for hollows in likely suspects such as big
trees, dead trees (stags) or trees with dead branches. They
might use binoculars, cameras mounted on long poles or
drones to get a closer look – or even climb up themselves
(don’t try this at home!). Some scientists take aerial photos
of forests from planes, helicopters or drones, or use satellite
images. When studying the aerial photos, they look for trees
with big canopies or stags, as these are more likely to have
hollows than smaller trees. Infrared and thermal cameras
can be used to look into dark hollows and see if anything
is living inside!

Most trees with a DBH of more than
50 centimetres have started to form small
hollows. The health of the tree can be a clue
too – any injuries can give the hollow-makers a
head start. This is a great time saver in the hunt
for hollows. Heaps of other methods can help
in the hollow search too.
Surveying for hollows allows scientists to
determine habitat availability for animals
such as the squirrel glider

Drones can be used to fly
around the tree and look
from above. (Drones can
upset wildlife, so scientists
are very careful doing this)

Another likely suspect!
A big, old tree more than
50 cm DBH

JASMINE ZELENY

Dead limbs – a likely suspect!

Researchers always measure a tree’s trunk
at the same height from the ground. This
measurement is called diameter at breast
height (DBH), and provides a standard way
to compare different tree shapes. In Australia

Eastern pygmy-possums can go into
torpor to conserve energy
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It’s possible to work out the rough age of
a tree by counting the growth rings in its cut
trunk (take a look at the picture on page
16). Scientists looked at the growth rings of
thousands of different sorts of trees cut down
by the forestry industry. They also measured the
circumference (the distance around the outside
of the trunk) and checked the trees for hollows.
From this, they could work out the average
age and size of standing trees that could have
hollows.

BRAD LAW
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Other fungi connect to tree roots and pass
nutrients to the tree – and even allow trees
to pass nutrients to one another!

*Depends on the type of tree and how the hollows are created!
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Finding hollows

Obviously, a good, safe spot
is best when an animal needs
to switch off. What better place
could there be than your own
private hollow?

This population of pygmy-possums
is lucky, because they live beside a
protected natural environment. But
they provide a cautionary reminder of
how important it is to look after animal
habitats. Otherwise, secretive animals
such as this one may disappear,
sometimes from our very backyards,
without us even knowing it.

Some fungi grow into the
heartwood and break it
down, producing hollows

>20 cm

Yellow-tailed black-cockatoo,
sulphur-crested cockatoo,
powerful owl, southern
boobook, barking owl, lace
monitor
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Hollows can be hard to spot. They can be a
loooooong way up, or hidden by foliage. A
bump or mark can look like a hollow, but is not
at all – this is called a blind hollow. We only
know about the importance of hollows and the
animals that use them because of the work
of thousands of expert scientists. They have
developed methods to narrow down the search
for hollows, so they don’t have to look at every
single tree in a massive forest!

This is called torpor when done for short periods
(hours or days) and hibernation when the animal
goes into a deeper sleep for several weeks
or months. The eastern pygmy-possum is
a world record holder in the napping
game. One individual was recorded
by scientists as managing almost
a year – although this is very
unusual!

Several years on, Lesley’s
curiosity has grown into a
community-driven pygmypossum monitoring project,
with lots of residents and
scientists involved. And yes, they have
found many more pygmy-possums, as
well as monitoring other cryptic critters,
such as the feathertail glider.

About 300 years or more!

>15 cm

Red-tailed black-cockatoo,
galah, kookaburra, diamond
python

scientist’s
eyes

Ectothermic animals (amphibians, reptiles, fish and invertebrates)
cannot regulate their body temperature. Instead,
their activity is dependent on environmental temperatures. For
example, when it gets too chilly for a snake to be active, it either
finds a warm rock to bask on, or a safe place to shut down until
the temperature rises.

EASTERN PYGMY-POSSUM
Cercartetus nanus

11–15 cm

6–10 cm

Brushtail possum, corella,
Ringtail possum, greater
glider, rainbow lorikeet, scaly yellow-bellied glider, cockatiel,
pacific black duck
breasted lorikeet, Australian
owlet-nightjar, greater glider,
squirrel glider, smaller birds
like treecreepers

Through a

Warm-blooded animals (called endothermic), including humans,
can regulate their body temperature. When times are tough,
some animals can conserve energy – and reduce their need for
food – by slowing their metabolism (heart rate, breathing and
activity), lowering their body temperature and napping for a while.
Wouldn’t that be handy?

The eastern pygmy-possum is a cryptic
creature – secretive and difficult to
detect. It is small, quiet and beautifully
camouflaged, disappearing within the
foliage and dark shadows of the night.
During the day, it remains tucked in a
ball within a hollow, old nest or grass
tree skirt. You may never have known it
was there – unless you found it in your
washing basket!

Feathertail glider, eastern
pygmy-possum, bats,
antechinus, pardalotes,
eastern rosella, sugar glider,
flame robin
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The big sleep
Life can be tricky for animals. When food is scarce, the
temperature too hot or too cold, or during droughts and floods,
foraging can be difficult – so what do they do? Some just
switch off!

Cute and quiet, the
nocturnal eastern
pygmy-possum is
rarely seen

About 200 years

SIZE OF HOLLOW ENTRANCE

through the bush. Like the five other
Australian glider species, it is an important
pollinator, transferring pollen on its body
as it forages among the flowers. But with
its super hearing and nocturnal vision
alerting it to danger, it is seldom seen.

KRISTIAN BELL

Though it’s the smallest gliding mammal
in the world, the feathertail glider has it
all. Sticky pads on its feet act like suction
cups, enabling it to climb the smoothest
surface, while its tail and sharp claws
provide grip. The glider’s brush-tipped
tongue is perfect for collecting nectar,
and its molar teeth are equally perfect for
grinding bugs. A tail of stiff, feather-like
fur allows it to steer and brake during
gliding as it moves with speed and agility

A hollow provides a lace monitor with
a warm place to digest a big meal

There are thousands of different sorts of fungi. They are difficult to
spot; many are microscopic, and others only seen when their fruit
– a toadstool or mushroom – appears. Fungi are not plants and
do not have roots. Most begin life as a spore. Thread-like growths
called hyphae develop from the spore, intertwining together to
become a larger mass called a mycelium (plural mycelia). The
mycelia branch out, seeking nutrients, and appear a bit like a
giant spider’s web. They get their nutrients from breaking down soil,
plants, wood, faeces and carrion.

KRISTIAN BELL

Shelter

Animals seek a home in loads of different places, such as beneath
rocks, in caves and in hollow logs. But some animals seek out a very
specific home – a hollow inside a standing tree. Many animals need a
hollow all year round, while others need one occasionally. But why does
an animal need a hollow at all?

Kookaburras need a weatherproof hollow,
close to food sources, to raise their chicks

Feasting fungi

This is why we must protect hollow-bearing trees to
provide homes for different animals across different
environments – including in cities, on farms and in the bush.
Knowing what size hollow an animal needs and how long
they take to form helps us determine which trees need most
protection now, and for the future.

The broad-headed snake might be small, but can strike with
lightning speed

Why choose a hollow?

A tiny hollow entrance keeps a little
sugar glider safe from predators
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Scientists can roughly tell the age of a particular tree
species by measuring its trunk, which means they can also
find out the age at which that species may form hollows. The
answer is about 80 to 100 years for a tiny hollow, and as
much as 300 to 500 years for a huge one! Imagine waiting
that long for your house to be built.
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